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The third book in the mesmerizing RAVEN CYCLE quartet from bestselling author, Maggie Stiefvater. Fans of the SHIVER trilogy will love
this new quartet!
Author of Reese's Book Club YA Pick The Light in Hidden Places, Sharon Cameron, delivers an emotionally gripping and utterly immersive
thriller, perfect for fans of Ruta Sepetys's Salt to the Sea. In 1946, Eva leaves behind the rubble of Berlin for the streets of New York City,
stepping from the fiery aftermath of one war into another, far colder one, where power is more important than principles, and lies are more
plentiful than the truth. Eva holds the key to a deadly secret: Project Bluebird -- a horrific experiment of the concentration camps, capable of
tipping the balance of world power. Both the Americans and the Soviets want Bluebird, and it is something that neither should ever be
allowed to possess. But Eva hasn't come to America for secrets or power. She hasn't even come for a new life. She has come to America for
one thing: justice. And the Nazi that has escaped its net. Critically acclaimed author of The Light in Hidden Places Sharon Cameron weaves a
taut and affecting thriller ripe with intrigue and romance in this alternately chilling and poignant portrait of the personal betrayals, terrifying
injustices, and deadly secrets that seethe beneath the surface in the aftermath of World War II.
James Morgan’s gift for music has attracted Nuala, a soul-snatching faerie who feeds on the creative energies of exceptional humans until
they die. While collaborating on a musical composition, James and Nuala unexpectedly fall in love. When James realizes that Nuala is being
hunted, he plunges into a soul-scorching battle with the Faerie Queen.
Though she is from a family of clairvoyants, Blue Sargent's only gift seems to be that she makes other people's talents stronger, and when
she meets Gansey, one of the Raven Boys from the expensive Aglionby Academy, she discovers that he has talents
Here is a thing everyone wants: A miracle. Here is a thing everyone fears: What it takes to get one. Any visitor to Bicho Raro, Colorado, is
likely to find a landscape of dark saints, forbidden love, scientific dreams, miracle-mad owls, estranged affections, one or two orphans, and a
sky full of watchful desert stars. At the heart of this place you will find the Soria family, who all have the ability to perform unusual miracles.
And at the heart of this family are three cousins longing to change its future: Beatriz, the girl without feelings, who wants only to be free to
examine her thoughts; Daniel, the Saint of Bicho Raro, who performs miracles for everyone but himself; and Joaquin, who spends his nights
running a renegade radio station under the name Diablo Diablo. They are all looking for a miracle. But the miracles of Bicho Raro are never
quite what you expect.
Five royal houses will hear the call to compete in the Trial for the dragon throne. A liar, a soldier, a servant, a thief, and a murderer will
answer it. Who will win? Three Dark Crowns meets The Breakfast Club with DRAGONS. When the Emperor dies, the five royal houses of
Etrusia attend the Call, where one of their own will be selected to compete for the throne. It is always the oldest child, the one who has been
preparing for years to compete in the Trial. But this year is different. This year these five outcasts will answer the call... THE LIAR: Emilia
must hide her dark magic or be put to death. THE SOLDIER: Lucian is a warrior who has sworn to never lift a sword again. THE SERVANT:
Vespir is a dragon trainer whose skills alone will keep her in the game. THE THIEF: Ajax knows that nothing is free--he must take what he
wants. THE MURDERER: Hyperia was born to rule and will stop at nothing to take her throne.
What's the nature of reality? Does the universe ever end? What is time and does it even exist? These are the biggest imagination-stretching,
brain-staggering questions in the universe - and here are their fascinating answers. From quantum weirdness to freaky cosmology (like white
holes - which spew out matter instead of sucking it in), This Book Will Blow Your Mind takes you on an epic journey to the furthest extremes
of science, to the things you never thought possible. This book will explain: Why is part of the universe missing (and how scientists finally
found it) How time might also flow backwards How human head transplants might be possible (in the very near future) Whether the universe
is a hologram And why we are all zombies Filled with counterintuitive stories and factoids you can't wait to share, as well as lots of did-youknows and plenty of how-did-we-ever-not-knows, this new book from the bestselling New Scientist series will blow your mind - and then put it
back together again. You don't need a spaceship to travel to the extremes of science. You just need this book.
SINNER is the book that every Maggie Stiefvater and paranormal romance fan has been waiting for! SINNER is a companion book to the #1
bestselling SHIVER, LINGER and FOREVER trilogy. You thought it ended with FOREVER, but there's another story to tell - the one of Cole
and Isabel... and this time they're in LA. There will be wolves, and there will be yearning. But most importantly there will be love. And no one
does love like Maggie.
2008 Printz Award Winner Melina Marchetta crafts an epic fantasy of ancient magic, exile, feudal intrigue, and romance that rivets from the
first page. (Age 14 and up) Finnikin was only a child during the five days of the unspeakable, when the royal family of Lumatere were brutally
murdered, and an imposter seized the throne. Now a curse binds all who remain inside Lumatere’s walls, and those who escaped roam the
surrounding lands as exiles, persecuted and despairing, dying by the thousands in fever camps. In a narrative crackling with the tension of an
imminent storm, Finnikin, now on the cusp of manhood, is compelled to join forces with an arrogant and enigmatic young novice named
Evanjalin, who claims that her dark dreams will lead the exiles to a surviving royal child and a way to pierce the cursed barrier and regain the
land of Lumatere. But Evanjalin’s unpredictable behavior suggests that she is not what she seems -- and the startling truth will test Finnikin’s
faith not only in her, but in all he knows to be true about himself and his destiny.
Lose yourself in Maggie Stiefvater’s NEW YORK TIMES bestselling Shiver series: SHIVER, LINGER, and FOREVER. shiver Sam's not just
a normal boy -- he has a secret. During the summer he walks and talks as a human, but when the cold comes, he runs with his pack as a
wolf. Grace has spent years watching the wolves in the woods behind her house -- but never dreamed that she would fall in love with one of
them. Now that they've found each other, the clock ticks down on what could be Grace and Sam's only summer together. linger Can Grace
and Sam last? Each will have to fight to stay together -- whether it means a reckoning with his werewolf past for Sam, or for Grace, facing a
future that is less and less certain. Enter Cole, a new wolf who is wrestling with his own demons, embracing the life of a wolf while denying
the ties of being human. For Grace, Sam, and Cole, life is harrowing and euphoric, enticing and alarming. As their world falls apart, love is
what lingers. But can it be enough? forever For Grace, Sam, and Cole, the story continues -- only now, the stakes are even higher than
before. Wolves are being hunted. Lives are being threatened. It's becoming harder and harder to hold on to one another. The past, the
present, and the future are about to collide in one pure moment -- a moment of death or life, farewell or forever.
Though she is from a family of clairvoyants, Blue Sargent's only gift seems to be that she makes other people's talents stronger, and when
she meets Gansey, one of the Raven Boys from the expensive Aglionby Academy, she discovers that he has talents of his own--and that
together their talents are a dangerous mix.
The ebook of the stunning new novel from the bestselling author of SHIVER, LINGER AND FOREVER. Stay alive, stay astride, stay out of
the water... Every November, the Scorpio Races are run beneath the chalk cliffs of Skarmouth. Thousands gather to watch the horses and
the sea that washes the blood from the sand. The mounts are capaill uisce: savage water horses. There are no horses more beautiful, more
fearless, more deadly. To race them can be suicide but the danger is irresistible. Sean Kendrick knows the dangers of the capaill uisce. With
one foot in the ocean and one on land, he is the only man on the island capable of taming the beasts. He races to prove something both to
himself and to the horses. Puck Connolly enters the races to save her family. But the horse she rides is an ordinary little mare, just as Puck is
an ordinary girl. When Sean sees Puck on the beach he doesn't think she belongs. He doesn't realize his fate will become entwined in hers.
They both enter the Races hoping to change their lives. But first they'll have to survive.
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In SHIVER, Grace and Sam found each other. Now, in LINGER, they must fight to be together. For Grace, this means defying her parents
and keeping dangerous secrets. For Sam, it means grappling with his werewolf past ... and figuring out a way to survive the future. But just
when they manage to find happiness, Grace finds herself changing in ways she could never have expected...
*AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER* From New York Times bestselling author Roshani Chokshi comes The Gilded Wolves, a
novel set in Paris during a time of extraordinary change--one that is full of mystery, decadence, and dangerous desires... No one believes in
them. But soon no one will forget them. It's 1889. The city is on the cusp of industry and power, and the Exposition Universelle has breathed
new life into the streets and dredged up ancient secrets. Here, no one keeps tabs on dark truths better than treasure-hunter and wealthy
hotelier Séverin Montagnet-Alarie. When the elite, ever-powerful Order of Babel coerces him to help them on a mission, Séverin is offered a
treasure that he never imagined: his true inheritance. To hunt down the ancient artifact the Order seeks, Séverin calls upon a band of unlikely
experts: An engineer with a debt to pay. A historian banished from his home. A dancer with a sinister past. And a brother in arms if not blood.
Together, they will join Séverin as he explores the dark, glittering heart of Paris. What they find might change the course of history--but only if
they can stay alive.
Lose yourself in Maggie Stiefvater’s NEW YORK TIMES bestselling Shiver series: SHIVER, LINGER, FOREVER, and now SINNER. shiver
Sam's not just a normal boy -- he has a secret. During the summer he walks and talks as a human, but when the cold comes, he runs with his
pack as a wolf. Grace has spent years watching the wolves in the woods behind her house -- but never dreamed that she would fall in love
with one of them. Now that they've found each other, the clock ticks down on what could be Grace and Sam's only summer together. linger
Can Grace and Sam last? Each will have to fight to stay together -- whether it means a reckoning with his werewolf past for Sam, or for
Grace, facing a future that is less and less certain. Enter Cole, a new wolf who is wrestling with his own demons, embracing the life of a wolf
while denying the ties of being human. For Grace, Sam, and Cole, life is harrowing and euphoric, enticing and alarming. As their world falls
apart, love is what lingers. But can it be enough? forever For Grace, Sam, and Cole, the story continues -- only now, the stakes are even
higher than before. Wolves are being hunted. Lives are being threatened. It's becoming harder and harder to hold on to one another. The
past, the present, and the future are about to collide in one pure moment -- a moment of death or life, farewell or forever. sinner Everybody
thinks they know Cole’s story. Stardom. Addiction. Downfall. Disappearance. But only a few people know Cole’s darkest secret -- his ability
to shift into a wolf. One of these people is Isabel. At one point, they may have even loved each other. But that feels like a lifetime ago. Now
Cole is back. Back in the spotlight. Back in the danger zone. Back in Isabel’s life. Can this sinner be saved? Praise for the NEW YORK
TIMES bestselling Shiver trilogy: "An intelligent paranormal romance."-- LOS ANGELES TIMES * "A lyrical tale of alienated werewolves and
first love....Stiefvater skillfully increases the tension throughout; her take on werewolves is interesting and original while her characters are
refreshingly willing to use their brains to deal with the challenges they face." -- PUBLISHERS WEEKLY, starred review "Readers will be able
to enjoy Stiefvater's fast-paced storytelling and dedication to the old-fashioned art of creating a believable and enduring romance. Shiver is
beautifully written, even poetic at times, and a perfect indulgence for readers of all ages." -- Bookpage.com "Impossible to put down." -VOYA
A new vision of knights, dragons, and the fair maiden caught in between . . . Four decades of peace have done little to ease the mistrust
between humans and dragons in the kingdom of Goredd. Folding themselves into human shape, dragons attend court as ambassadors, and
lend their rational, mathematical minds to universities as scholars and teachers. As the treaty's anniversary draws near, however, tensions
are high. Seraphina has reason to fear both sides. An unusually gifted musician, she joins the court just as a member of the royal family is
murdered. While a sinister plot to destroy the peace is uncovered, Seraphina struggles to protect the secret behind her musical gift, one so
terrible that its discovery could mean her very life. Seraphina's tortuous journey to self-acceptance will make a magical, indelible impression
on its readers.

"Two girls. One boy. One summer. One bad thing. What really hapened? Someone knows. Someone is lying."-From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Raven Boys, a mesmerizing story of dreams and desires, death
and destiny. Something is happening to the source of the dreamers' power. It is blocked. Diminished. Weak. If it goes
away entirely, what will happen to the dreamers and those who depend on them? Ronan Lynch isn't planning to wait and
find out. Backed by his mentor, Bryde, he is ready to do what needs to be done to save the dreamers and the dreamed . .
. even if it takes him far from his family and the boy he loves. Jordan Hennessy knows she will not survive if the dreaming
fails. So she plunges into a dark underworld in order to find an object that may sustain her. Carmen Farooq-Lane is afraid
of the dreamers -- which is why she's agreed to hunt them down. The closer she gets, though, the more complicated her
feelings become. Will the dreamers destroy the world . . . or will the world be destroyed trying to eliminate the dreamers?
In the remarkable second book of The Dreamer Trilogy, Maggie Stiefvater pushes her characters to their limits -- and
shows what happens when they start to break.
A story of first love and family loss follows the estrangement between daredevil Jude and her loner twin brother, Noah, as
a result of a mysterious event that is brought to light by a beautiful, broken boy and a new mentor. Simultaneous eBook.
The Raven Boys
A heart-pounding, claustrophobic new story from Melissa Grey, the author of RATED. Ten years ago, disaster struck the
remote town of Indigo Falls. A horrific event drove the residents underground, into shelters that keep them safe from the
danger on the surface. No one speaks about what happened that fateful day, but even the youngest still remember the
fear and, most of all, the searing pain when sunlight touched their skin. Now, a handful of families inhabit this bunker
together, guided by a charismatic leader named Dr. Imogen Moran. There are many rules Dr. Moran has instilled to
govern life belowground. You must always tell the truth. You must avoid the light of the sun. You must never touch skin to
skin. But the most important rule, the one that was drilled into their heads from the moment the hatch slammed shut all
those years ago, was at the very end of the list. It rattled around in their skulls when all was silent, echoing in the quiet,
lonely dark. You must never go outside.
From acclaimed and New York Times bestselling YA authors Maggie Stiefvater, Tessa Gratton, and Brenna Yovanoff
comes The Curiosities: A Collection of Stories. ? A vampire locked in a cage in the basement, for good luck. ? Bad guys,
clever girls, and the various reasons why the guys have to stop breathing. ? A world where fires never go out (with
references to vanilla ice cream). These are but a few of the curiosities collected in this volume of short stories by three
acclaimed practitioners of paranormal fiction. But The Curiosities is more than the stories. Since 2008, Maggie, Tessa,
and Brenna have posted more than 250 works of short fiction to their website www.merryfates.com. Their goal was
simple: create a space for experimentation and improvisation in their writing?all in public and without a backspace key. In
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that spirit, The Curiosities includes the stories and each author's comments, critiques, and kudos in the margins. Think of
it as a guided tour of the creative processes of three acclaimed authors.
Bestselling Holly Black boxed set of the Folk of Air trilogy. Newly available as a boxed set for the first time, these
stunning paperback editions of the bestselling Folk of the Air trilogy will be sure to delight both existing fans and new
readers.
Sixteen-year-old Deirdre Monaghan is a music prodigy, who’s about to find out she can see faeries. Two mysterious
(and cute) guys enter her life. Trouble is, Luke is a soulless faerie assassin and Aodhan is a dark faerie soldier. Their
orders from the Faerie Queen? Kill Deirdre.
This is the second book in a brand new series from bestselling author, Maggie Stiefvater. Fans of SHIVER (9781407115009), LINGER
(9781407121086) and FOREVER (9781407121116) will love this new quartet!
In SHIVER, Grace and Sam found each other. In LINGER, they fought to be together. Now, in FOREVER, the stakes are even higher than
before. Wolves are being hunted. Lives are being threatened. And love is harder and harder to hold on to as death comes closing in.
"How much do you know about Theodore Roosevelt? Find out the facts you need to know about the 26th president of the United States.
You'll learn about the early life, challenges, and major accomplishments of this important American"-An enchanting story from Maggie Stiefvater featuring Opal, Ronan, and Adam from her bestselling Raven Cycle, taking place after the events
of The Raven King.
Grace is fascinated by the wolves in the woods behind her house; one yellow-eyed wolf in particular. Every winter, she watches him, but
every summer, he disappears. Sam leads two lives. In winter, he stays in the frozen woods, with the protection of the pack. In summer, he
has a few precious months to be human . . . until the cold makes him shift back again. When Grace and Sam finally meet, they realize they
can't bear to be apart. But as winter nears, Sam must fight to stay human - or risk losing himself, and Grace, for ever.
The capable, confident, and occasionally ruthless heroine of Daughter of the Pirate King is back in this action-packed sequel that promises
rousing high seas adventures and the perfect dash of magic. Alosa's mission is finally complete. Not only has she recovered all three pieces
of the map to a legendary hidden treasure, but the pirates who originally took her captive are now prisoners on her ship. Still unfairly attractive
and unexpectedly loyal, first mate Riden is a constant distraction, but now he's under her orders. And she takes great comfort in knowing that
the villainous Vordan will soon be facing her father's justice. When Vordan exposes a secret her father has kept for years, Alosa and her crew
find themselves in a deadly race with the feared Pirate King. Despite the danger, Alosa knows they will recover the treasure first . . . after all,
she is the daughter of the Siren Queen. In Daughter of the Siren Queen, Tricia Levenseller brings together the perfect mix of thrilling action,
tense battle scenes, and a heart-pounding romance.
The fourth and final installment in the spellbinding series from the irrepressible, #1 New York Times bestselling author Maggie Stiefvater. All
her life, Blue has been warned that she will cause her true love's death. She doesn't believe in true love and never thought this would be a
problem, but as her life becomes caught up in the strange and sinister world of the Raven Boys, she's not so sure anymore. In a starred
review for Blue Lily, Lily Blue, Kirkus Reviews declared: "Expect this truly one-of-a-kind series to come to a thundering close."
An eighteen-year-old chieftain's daughter must find a way to kill her village’s oppressive deity if she ever wants to return home in Warrior of
the Wild, the Viking-inspired YA standalone fantasy from Tricia Levenseller, author of Daughter of the Pirate King. How do you kill a god? As
her father's chosen heir, eighteen-year-old Rasmira has trained her whole life to become a warrior and lead her village. But when her comingof-age trial is sabotaged and she fails the test, her father banishes her to the monster-filled wilderness with an impossible quest: To win back
her honor, she must kill the oppressive god who claims tribute from the villages each year or die trying.

From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Raven Boys, a mesmerizing story of dreams and desires, death
and destiny. The dreamers walk among us . . . and so do the dreamed. Those who dream cannot stop dreaming - they
can only try to control it. Those who are dreamed cannot have their own lives - they will sleep forever if their dreamers
die. And then there are those who are drawn to the dreamers. To use them. To trap them. To kill them before their
dreams destroy us all. Ronan Lynch is a dreamer. He can pull both curiosities and catastrophes out of his dreams and
into his compromised reality. Jordan Hennessy is a thief. The closer she comes to the dream object she is after, the more
inextricably she becomes tied to it. Carmen Farooq-Lane is a hunter. Her brother was a dreamer . . . and a killer. She has
seen what dreaming can do to a person. And she has seen the damage that dreamers can do. But that is nothing
compared to the destruction that is about to be unleashed. . . .
Developing her mother's clairvoyant powers for seeing visions of people who are about to die, Blue is drawn into the life
of rich private school boy, Gansey, who has involved three of his classmates in a quest that Blue believes will end with
her inv
Whisked through a portal to The Outskirts, an in-between world, sixth-grader Cole must rescue his friends and find his
way back home--before his existence is forgotten.
An emotionally charged story about the power of dreams, and how passion can turn to obsession. Beck hates his life. He
hates his violent mother. He hates his home. Most of all, he hates the piano that his mother forces him to play hour after
hour, day after day. He will never play as she did before illness ended her career and left her bitter and broken. But Beck
is too scared to stand up to his mother, and tell her his true passion, which is composing his own music - because the
least suggestion of rebellion on his part ends in violence. When Beck meets August, a girl full of life, energy and laughter,
love begins to awaken within him and he glimpses a way to escape his painful existence. But dare he reach for it?
Thrilling and powerfully written, this is an explosive debut for YA readers which tackles the dark topic of domestic abuse
in an ultimately hopeful tale.
Samara is one of the Knowing, and the Knowing do not forget. Hidden deep in the comfort and splendor of her
underground city, a refuge from the menace of a coming Earth, Samara learns what she should have never known and
creates a memory so terrible she cannot live with it. So she flees, to Canaan, the lost city of her ancestors, to Forget.
Beckett has flown through the stars to find a dream: Canaan, the most infamous social experiment of Earth's antiquity.
Beckett finds Samara in the ruins of the lost city, and uncovers so much more than he ever bargained for -- a challenge
to all he's ever believed in or sworn to. When planets collide and memories clash, can Samara and Beckett save two
worlds, and remember love in a place that has forgotten it? At once thought-provoking and utterly thrilling, this
extraordinary companion novel to Sharon Cameron's #1 New York Times bestselling The Forgetting explores the truth
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and loss that lie within memory, and the bonds that hold us together.
The #1 New York Times bestselling author Maggie Stiefvater (The Raven Cycle series) and artist Morgan Beem unearth
the primal power of memory and how it twists the bond between two brothers. Twins Alec and Walker Holland have a
reputation around town. One is quiet and the other is the life of any party, but they are inseparable. For their last summer
before college, the two leave the city to live with their rural cousins, where they find that the swamp holds far darker
depths than they could have imagined. While Walker carves their names into the new social scene, Alec recedes into a
summer school laboratory, because he brought something from home on their trip—it’s an experiment that will soon
consume him. This season, both brothers must confront truths, ancient and familial, and as their lives diverge, tensions
increase and dormant memories claw to the surface. Swamp Thing: Twin Branches is a story of shadows, both literal and
imagined—and those that take form and haunt us.
Sinner follows Cole St. Clair, a pivotal character from the #1 New York Times bestselling Shiver Trilogy. found. Cole St.
Clair has come to California for one reason: to get back Isabel Culpeper. She fled from his damaged, drained life, and
damaged and drained it even more. He doesn't just want her. He needs her. lost. Isabel is trying to build herself a life in
Los Angeles. It's not really working. She can play the game as well as all the other fakes. But what's the point? What is
there to win? sinner. Cole and Isabel share a past that never seemed to have a future. They have the power to love each
other and the power to tear each other apart. The only thing for certain is that they cannot let go. Praise for the New York
Times bestselling Shiver trilogy: * "Beautiful and moving." -- School Library Journal, starred review * "A lyrical tale of
alienated werewolves and first love . . . [Stiefvater's] take on werewolves is interesting and original." -- Publishers
Weekly, starred review "Beautifully written, even poetic at times, and a perfect indulgence for readers of all ages." -Bookpage
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